
Caro Mario 
  
Come tu mi hai suggerito telefonicamente posso chiedere al CN di soprassedere fino ai primi di 
giugno, ma non oltre, prima di prendere una decisione ed eventualmente dirottare i fondi raccolti su 
altri progetti per i quali già siamo sollecitati. 
Quello che noi vorremmo sapere con ragionevole certezza 
descrizione degli obiettivi del progetto  
costo complessivo del progetto  
fasi e tempi di realizzazione  
capo progetto  
referenti locali  
segmento del progetto affidato al MASCI/ECCOMI  
possibilità concreta di coinvolgimento del MASCI nel progetto  
Ovviamente siamo disponibili anche a partecipare alla fase di stesura del progetto e ad attivare 
alcuni contatti che possiamo avere in Haiti. Tuttavia è necessaria preliminarmente una più chiara 
definizione di ciò che si intende fare. 
 
Riccardo 
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: isgf_msica  
To: 'Linda&Don'  
Cc: brettdgrant@aim.com ; b.grant@isgf.org ; 'Rigmor Lauridsen' ; 'Leny Doelman' ; 'Riccardo 
Della Rocca'  
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 9:54 AM 
Subject: MASCI's contribution to the ISGF Haiti project 
 
Dear Linda, 
  
Concerning the Haiti project I conveyed your message to MASCI’s President Riccardo Della 
Rocca, who asked me to take stock with you and with the ISGF leadership about the project. 
  
MASCI has collected about 10,000 Euros to-date in favour of the Haiti earthquake victims. This 
amount could grow further, but MASCI does not intend to leave it frozen indefinitely. 
By talking to you in Como he understood that the ISGF had in mind a project to support the re-birth 
of Haitian Scouting/Guiding, and in particular the building of a Scout/Guide headquarters within a 
school. No information was however available concerning the timing, the costs, the local 
interlocutors, or the details of the project. 
MASCI will be holding its National Council, as well as the annual Assembly of ECCOMI (its 
charity for development co-operation) on 21 May, and was hoping to get such information in time 
for this deadline. You told me that this was not possible, as this involved contacts with and travel to 
Haiti, which are slow to organise and demand more time for various reasons. I conveyed this to 
Riccardo. 
  
His reply was that he can ask the National Council to wait until the beginning of June, but not 
beyond that. By that date he would like to be informed about: 
  
-          a general outline of the aims of the project 
-          the global cost of the project 
-          the phases and timing of its implementation 



-          the name of the person in charge of it 
-          the local interlocutors 
-          the part of the project that MASCI and ECCOMI will be asked to carry out 
-          the actual chances of involving MASCI into the project. 
  
MASCI is also ready to contribute to the detailed drafting of the project and to activate a few 
contacts it may have in Haiti. However Riccardo thinks it necessary as a preliminary step to better 
define what ISGF intends to do. 
  
Failing this, MASCI will have to take a decision and possibly redirect the funds that have been 
raised towards other projects for which MASCI has already received requests. 
  
The above is Riccardo’s message. Personally I would like to point out that MASCI’s contribution to 
our Haiti project is a sort of test-bed of our newly instituted IPT. If we cannot give Riccardo the 
elements he is asking within three weeks we better close the IPT shop and go home. 
I understand we cannot leave you Linda alone in this effort. This is why this message is copied to a 
number of other people. 
  
Yours in Fellowship, 
Mario 
  
  


